
Quicken Loans: One real story behind the loan process using Rocket Mortgage 

You have seen their funny, cute, captivating ads: The nice, house-hunting couple doesn’t speak ‘Realtor’ 

but the helpful Quicken spokesperson (Keegan Michael Key) translates for them: “She means there are 

multiple offers on this house.” And at the touch of a button on his smart phone, the soon-to-be 

homeowner husband is ‘Approved’ via Rocket Mortgage (the app and software Quicken Loans uses to 

sell its financing services). It looks so easy, right? 

Quicken is based out of Detroit, Michigan. My 

hometown. It has offices at One Campus Martius 

(street), a made-up name in the street naming of 

Detroit, kind of like One Infinity Loop [Apple], or 

One Hacker Way [Facebook]. It says it’s in the 

‘Financial District’ which sounds impressive, but in 

reality they are basically the only ‘fianancial’ 

around. In the winter, Quicken sponsors a little-itty-

bitty ice rink in a small park adjacent to their 

headquarters.  Yet the Quicken building is arguably 

a more important player in the cityscape of still-trying-to-rebuild Detroit than the General Motors 

building aka the ‘Renaissance Center’ which used to be the downtown home of Ford Motors in the 

1970’s when it was built. Quicken was founded by investor extraordinaire Dan Gilbert and others, in 

1985; its current CEO is Jay Farner. On its website Quicken says that it “moved [its] entire Michigan 

workforce to downtown Detroit in 2011 . . . [employing] more than 17,000 fulltime team members.” In 

2018 Quicken became the largest retail and on-line mortgage lender in the country, bigger than any 

bank. It uses a wholly on-line loan application system, instead of a traditional face-2-face branch system.  

Okay, so when my daughter and I decided it was time for her to stop renting in Chicago, and time to buy 

her a condo or other small property, I told her to ‘apply us at Quicken’ to be faithful to our hometown 

lender. We started the process in early November 2018. They responded quickly and seriously to our 

application, immediately requesting receipt of tax returns, W-2’s, and proof of identification. This was 

reasonable and standard operating procedure in the post-housing bust era of no-doc loans and 

20%/80% loans and balloon loans, etc. But then they started asking for other things, and more things, 

and invasive things, like a letter from me stating why and how I work full time (during the regular school 

year) at Arizona State University, but then also work (teach) part-time in the summers at the University 

of Michigan (my alma mater), and that while I am in Michigan in the summers, I get to stay with family, 

rent-free. They also requested documents that we had already sent be resent. For example, my 

daughter had to re-send her pay stubs from University of California Berkeley (where she worked 

temporarily while a woman was on maternity leave). This documentation was also already in her tax 

returns from that year, but they insisted it be resent separately. By the end of the process, as we neared 

closing on January 24, 2019, we had over 127 uploaded documents. 

As we neared close, they (meaning yet another person we were assigned to at Quicken, named Ashley) 

sent us the ‘Closing package’; however, the names on our Affidavits and other documents were wrong. 

Then, when we were at close, there were other documents in the hardcopies that were not from our 

loan; for example, there was a statement for a property with a man’s name on it, for a $285k loan. But 

even worse, there was an extra document (for me) called “Notice to Cosigner.” 



Even though I was a Borrower on the loan, as two people in a family can 

do, they made me relegate myself to a ‘Cosigner’ – as if were not a fully 

enfranchised Borrower. The document that I was made to sign was 

superfluous and threatening. It said, “Think carefully about you are about 

to do!” As if I had not been part of the loan process since November 7, 

2018! It warned me that I “would be responsible for this debt” – duh. I 

was trying to borrow $170K, I know. Thanks Quicken for shaking your 

pointed finger at me at the very last minute, after I had already paid 

$5000 earnest money and $500 for an appraisal, and had brought you a 

cashier’s check for $13,661 to close. What did they think, that I was not 

aware that my daughter and I would have mortgage payments and that 

these would have to be met each month? This was my 6th home purchase 

over the last 30 years. I told the closer at Chicago Title that I declined to 

sign the Cosigner document. She called Quicken, and they said then the 

loan couldn’t close. Even though  

A COSIGNER IS NOT THE SAME AS A BORROWER 

A cosigner is not on a loan application. A borrower is.  

When I complained post-closing, they immediately disabled my Message Board on my Rocket Mortgage 

account. My message board was disabled as of Jan. 25, 2019 “while we sort out some details on your 

loan.” Then I was contacted by the higher ups at Quicken, a woman named Kelly (whose signature block 

slogan is ‘Every client. Every time. No exceptions. No excuses.’). She smoothly told me everything I 

already knew about what just happened, but reassured me that it was okay because someone from the 

Executive Suite had spoken to me. The typical tautological management style of big companies that 

have too many layers of personnel, 

and too many processes to keep 

track of. For example, over the 

course of our loan application to 

close, we dealt with several people, 

each of whom acted like they were it, 

the sole contact and problem solver, 

the one person who could answer all 

the questions, the Sherpa-designate 

for our loan. For us, this was Taylor, 

but the once we were under 

contract, we got passed to Milo, who 

referred to my daughter using a 

sexist and paternalistic title, and who 

often acted confused, but always with a happy demeanor. After Milo we got passed to several more 

people, then random Quicken staff would text us if perhaps we had pressed the Frowny-face button on 

our Rocket mortgage account page – ‘How are things going?’ they ask in Emoji-language.  

In sum, this loan application experience was onerous, a bit humiliating, and extremely time consuming. I 

understand that money is tight, and that it takes money to get money, and that certain precautions are 



justifiable. But it seemed like the closer we got to Closing, the more documents they wanted. There was 

also always another thing on our To Do list at Rocket. The texts from Quicken were also constant. While 

some people may respond to this as comprehensive communication, we saw it as invasive and hand-

holding. Especially when they asked for duplicate or obscure documentation. At the very least, Keegan 

Michael Key was not there to help provide ‘translations’ or levity. And as for the couple that just pressed 

the Rocket Mortgage button on their cellphone, they do not know what they are in store for. It’s more 

like moving an aircraft carrier from east to west, than like launching a rocket whose trajectory goes 

effortlessly onward and upward. No, Quicken Loans over-promises ease, and under-executes service. 

https://elizabethferszt.wordpress.com/2019/02/09/quickenloans/ 

Here is a list of all the documents in my Rocket Mortgage account, starting on Nov. 7, 2018: 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 


